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Legislative Council Inquiry into the Increase in Victoria’s Road Toll,
Parliament House,
Melbourne, Victoria.
Australia
Re: Cable Barrier – Parliament’s Road Toll Enquiry
It has come to my notice that the Victorian Parliament is holding an enquiry into
The State’s road toll, including a review of the use of cable barriers and their
suitability for motorcycle accidents. I would like to add my views on this type of
barrier which is widely used in The United States where I lived for twenty years
before my move to live in Spain.
I should say at the outset that while I am not a road safety expert I have built
many roads in Australia while working for the S.A. State Highway Authority and
as the Deputy Executive Director of the Road Traffic Board of South Australia.
Since 1985 my career has been in the design and construction of circuits for
motor racing including the Adelaide F1 track, Phillip Island, Sydney Motorsport
Park, and in the U.S. redevelopment of the Daytona International Speedway and
Road Atlanta circuits. The tracks I have designed are used by automobiles,
motorcycles, and karts up to an including World Championship level.
This role carries a heavy responsibility for the safety of competitors, and I am a
recognized expert in this area, providing expert testimony in cases in the U.S,
United Kingdom, and Australia.
A key area in the design of a circuit is the consequences of the likely loss of
control by a driver or rider. This can occur anywhere around a circuit, or in this
case on any section of road, not just curves. A loss of control resulting with a
crash can happen from a variety of factors. Contact with another vehicle, a
mechanical failure, a sudden loss of air pressure in a tyre, or an obstacle in the
road pavement.
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Following this loss of control the likely path of the vehicle must be assessed and
a barrier must be placed to contain the vehicle, built to withstand the heaviest
impact. In the case of circuits, the design of the barrier can be concrete walls,
pre-cast or cast in place, metal guard rail, or other approved means, but nowhere
is a cable barrier mentioned. The controlling bodies for automobile, motorcycle
and karting all include a requirement for the barrier to have a “smooth vertical
face.” This face allows for the energy of the impact to be distributed across a
large area, reducing the load generated, and will also allow a vehicle or rider to
slide along it if struck at an angle.
To further reduce the level of forces incurred by the vehicle and driver/rider likely
impact areas are covered by “softeners.” These can be tires bundled together, or
in the case of motorcycles, airbags, and foam blocks.
This distinction in the devices used is important for a designer. Drivers are
“cocooned” and restrained within the automobile, greatly reducing the level of risk
from striking a barrier. Motorcycle and kart racers sit unrestrained on the vehicle,
and invariably part company with it. It is a human body contacting the barrier
therefore, and the protective measures must take this into account.
A cable barrier in no way meets the requirements to reduce the risk to the rider. It
is a point load of high forces and must act like a cheese wire. I have among the
cases I have provided testimony in is one where a young boy decapitated by
driving his kart through a cable boundary fence.
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The kart track boundary fence was built with old transmission wire cable. That
fence looks all too similar to the new wire rope fence.

I have no knowledge of how this device was researched and approved, and I
can only think its use is based on cost. I personally would not like to contact a
wire barrier even in a car.
Living in Europe I see a different level of safety being provided for motorcycles.
Even though metal guard rail is used there is a gap beneath it that motorcycles
can slide in to. To prevent this a lower rail is added in likely crash locations to
safeguard the rider. See an example below.
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I would be interested in knowing the statistics for injuries to riders following an
impact with a cable barrier and would recommend that the Inquiry gives serious
consideration to its continued use given the danger it presents to a motorcycle
rider.
Best regards,

Robert D. Barnard
Motorsport Consultant
Member, Institute of Engineers Australia
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Melbourne, Victoria.
Australia
Re: Driver Training, Vehicle Testing and Speed Limits – Parliament’s Road
Toll Enquiry
I recently provided a submission on the State’s road toll, specifically on the use of
cable barriers and their suitability for motorcycle accidents. I would like to add my
observations on driver training, vehicle testing, and speed limits, from my
experience of moving to live in Spain.
I have previously outlined my experience but will reiterate it here. While I am not
a road safety expert I have built many roads in Australia while working for the
S.A. State Highway Authority and as the Deputy Executive Director of the Road
Traffic Board of South Australia. Since 1985 my career has been in the design
and construction of circuits for motor racing including the Adelaide F1 track,
Phillip Island, Sydney Motorsport Park, and in the U.S. redevelopment of the
Daytona International Speedway and Road Atlanta circuits. The tracks I have
designed are used by automobiles, motorcycles, and karts up to an including
World Championship level.
OBTAINING A SPANISH LICENCE.
Moving around the world I have driven on many continents, obtaining my first
driving licence in England in 1963 at the age of 17. I moved to Australia and have
lived and worked in all States, including the Northern Territory, covering many
miles on Freeways to outback roads. I held a racing licence for five years. I
moved to the US and lived in various States, where the only test I took to obtain
a licence was a written test in California.
It came as a surprise when I arrived in Spain that none of this counted for
anything. Spain as part of the EU has a licence exchange program, but that did
not include the US. I had to start the process as if I was 16 again.
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It is neither simple nor cheap. All instruction goes through Driving Schools, no
family members teaching here. It costs something like 850 Euros for the process.
First a full medical by your local doctor, including the obvious eye exam, but also
hearing, blood pressure and general health. It includes an “aptitude test.” Like an
arcade video game involving controlling two objects moving up two roads which
move independently, and every wheel off the road is counted. Only so many
wheels off are allowed to pass. Not easy even for an experienced driver.
Next the theory test. There is a book, “Learning to Drive.” 260 pages covering
everything from getting in the car, turning it on, how it works etc.
Road signs, speed limits, give way rules,
nothing is left out. Once you think you are
ready you go to the testing center, also run by
the schools, where you and 50 others take a
30 question, multi-choice exam. You can only
get 3 questions wrong. I failed the first time, 7
wrong, not easy questions. Some people we
know failed 9 times, and others gave up.
All this takes time. I took six months to
complete this.
Last is the practical test. I was given lessons
on how to pass this. Drive like a nervous 16year-old, or a geriatric.
I would not say Spain is the safest place to drive because of this, I do not know
the statistics, but this level of training should be an example to others.
VEHICLE TESTING
Without knowing the level of testing performed on vehicles in Victoria it is hard to
compare with Spain. I do know that the tests performed in the US were cursory at
best. In Spain tests are rigorous and as an engineer I am impressed by the
measures taken.
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Test Stations are independent and purpose built, not the local repair shop.
The website for the Applus testing stations is https://www.applusiteuve.com/ca-es/
Local police regularly set up roadside checks to ensure vehicles have a current
ITV windscreen sticker.
SPEED LIMITS
One of the reasons it is so difficult to pass the theory test in Spain is speed limits
are not across the board for a certain piece of road. Limits are set for the class of
vehicle for different types of road. So, a freeway with a posted 120kph only
denotes the absolute maximum, which is for passenger cars or vans derived from
passenger cars. Passenger cars towing something are limited depending the
weight of the trailer. Buses are limited to 100kph, and goods vehicles to 90kph. It
also varies in this way for rural roads and depends on if there is a cycle lane. It
can be confusing, but it is more logical to control speed by type and use than by
a blanket limit.
From my experience of driving roads in Victoria, particularly the Hume Highway, I
found myself in a 60mph traffic jam. Everyone going the same speed, no way to
sort themselves out, and as soon as someone has an issue there is a multivehicle crash. No one dares to overtake for risk of being caught speeding.
I trust that these observations are of some value to the Inquiry.
Best regards,

Robert D. Barnard
Motorsport Consultant
Member, Institute of Engineers Australia

